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New partnership between Canadian ICT
solutions provider, COMsolve, and global
geospatial intelligence tools provider, Metricell

Sussex, United Kingdom — 18th May 2021 — COMsolve, Canadian ICT solutions provider and
Metricell, global provider of telecommunications software and services have formed a new
partnership in Canada. Together, COMsolve and Metricell will work to expand their current
footprint and customer base in Canada, targeting network operators, businesses wanting to
measure their own connectivity and key government stakeholder organizations.
“We are delighted to have Metricell, a leading global solutions provider, as our
Canadian partner,” said Ofir Smadja, COMsolve’s CEO. “Combining Metricell’s
outstanding connectivity analysis solutions to carriers, Enterprises and Government
organizations, with COMsolve’s superior customer support across Canada, creates a
powerful service offering to Canadian organizations.”
The solution is based on Metricell’s award winning, web-based SmartTools Platform.
SmartTools is a single repository for all network and customer data sources and provides an
unparalleled network intelligence experience for our users by eliminating the need to jump
between multiple software platforms to access numerous data sets. Metricell’s tools allows
clients to feed the platform with measurement data from a range of sources, such as
crowdsourcing SDKs, autonomous test devices and traditional RF scanners. Correlating this
data provides unparalleled opportunities to increase operational use cases and deploy new
digital services that bridge the gap between subscribers and the network; such as a public
facing Service Checker or call center network quality assistant.

Marc Penesso, General Manager for the Americas region at Metricell commented;
“Metricell is extremely pleased to have COMsolve as our new partner. As a highly
respected services provider in Canada, COMsolve will enhance the Metricell
presence by increasing business development activities with current clients as well as
providing introductions to new areas of business, such as the Emergency Services.
COMsolve’s local presence will be key in helping Metricell develop and deliver new
projects to customers across Canada.”

About COMsolve
Founded in 2006, COMsolve is a Canadian leading-edge Information and Communications
Technology (ICT) solutions provider. It provides deployment and professional services to
carriers, data centers, service providers, municipalities and enterprises.
COMsolve specializes in turnkey infrastructure deployment solutions such as macro site,
small cell, in-building and structured cabling services. Our wealth of experience in
regulatory affairs, design, installation, testing and maintaining infrastructure, enables our
team to ensure the success of your business implementation.

About Metricell
Metricell is on a mission to deliver connectivity. We work with our customers to design,
deliver and manage wireless communication networks - with a shared ambition of
achieving flawless network experience. We have been responsible for a number of
first-to-market products, and our technology is characterized by the relentless pursuit of
automation and digitalization.
Our geospatial intelligence tools traverse a wide range of business processes - from Test
and Measurement to Customer Experience Management – and we are pioneers in the
areas of Crowdsourcing and Digital Self Care. Our technology is today in use by a broad
range of customers; thousands of their personnel; and millions of subscribers worldwide.
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